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Invited Oral Committee Evidence

- Russell, M (2017) *Evidence on Senate reform* (Canadian Senate, 5 April 2017) [Online]


- Russell, M (2016) *Evidence on Senate reform* (Canadian Senate, 12 April 2016) [Online]


• Russell,M. (2012), *Evidence on Select Committee Powers and Effectiveness* (House of Commons Liaison Committee, 23 February 2012) [Online]


• Russell,M. (2007), *Evidence on Senate Reform* (the Canadian Senate's Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee, 22 March 2007) [Online]


• Russell,M. (2001), *Evidence on Standards of Conduct in the House of Lords* (Committee on Standards in Public Life, 2001)

### Written Committee Evidence


• Fox, R., Riddell, P., Russell,M., Hazell, R. (2012), *Evidence on Select Committee Powers and Effectiveness* (House of Commons Liaison Committee, 20 February 2012) [Online]


• Russell,M. (2010), *Evidence on Retirement from the House of Lords* (House of Lords Leader’s Group on Members Leaving the House, 5 October 2010) [Online]


Invited Talks

- Russell, M (2016) Keynote address at conference on bicameralism (LUISS University, Rome, April 2016)
- Russell, M (2016) Keynote address for research project on parliamentary reform (Sekkei University, Tokyo, March 2016)
- Russell, M. (2014), Lessons on Second Chamber Reform from the UK and Beyond (Royal Irish Academy conference on 'Models of Bicameralism' and Seanad reform, Dublin, 4 February 2014)
- Russell, M. (2013), The contemporary House of Lords and the impact of House of Commons select committees (House of Lords Committee Office awayday, 1 October 2013)
- Russell, M. (2012), The House of Lords (Political Studies Association debate, Portcullis House, 6 November 2012)
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- Russell, M. (2010). *Using social psychology to better understand political elites: some examples from legislative studies.* (Australian National University, Canberra, Australia)

Reports


• Russell, M., Benton, M. (2010), Analysis of Existing Data on the Breadth of Expertise and Experience in the House of Lords. London: Constitution Unit [Online]
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**Pamphlets**


**Newspaper Articles**


- Russell, M (2016) How leadership rule changes have led to a fight for the very soul of the Labour party. *The Observer* [Online]

- Russell, M (2015) Everything you ever wanted to know about tax credits and the House of Lords - but were afraid to ask *The Telegraph* [Online]
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- Russell, M. (2010) How to square the electoral reform circle. The Guardian (Comment is Free) [Online]
- Russell, M. (2007). Ending the patronage of peerages: Gordon Brown could reform Lords appointments tomorrow if he wants to restore trust in parliament. There is no excuse for inaction. The Guardian (Comment is Free) [Online]
- Russell, M. (2007). How to build faith in politics: Ultimately, tone and culture is more important than institutional structure in changing the relationship between voters and politicians. The Guardian (Comment is Free) [Online]
- Russell, M. (2007). The demons no longer exist: Maybe before we reform the House of Lords we should make more of an effort to understand it in its current form. The Guardian (Comment is Free) [Online]

Magazine Articles

- Russell, M. (2010). The Reform that Must be on the Table. Parliamentary Brief. 12:8, 16
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- Russell, M. (2010), *The Westminster Hour, BBC Radio Four*
- Russell, M. (2010), *The Daily Politics, BBC Two*
- Russell, M. (2009), *Kate Silverton Show, BBC Radio Five Live*
- Russell, M. (2009), *Newsnight*
- Russell, M. (2009), *Newsnight*
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- Russell, M. (2009), *The Petrie Hosken Show, LBC*
- Russell, M. (2008), *Politics UK, BBC World Service*
- Russell, M. (2005), *BBC News 24*
- Russell, M. (2005), *BBC Radio Ulster*
- Russell, M. (2005), *The Politics Show*
- Russell, M. (2005), *The Westminster Hour*
- Russell, M. (2003), *BBC Radio 5 Live*
- Russell, M. (2001), *Woman's Hour, BBC Radio Four*
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- Russell, M. (2000), *Newsnight, BBC Two*
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